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Monday is brought to you by the letters w, t and f.  What a long strange week it’s
been. One of my earliest posts was a snotty rant about Perez Hilton (5-18). I
needn’t have said anything. Perez is doing a fine job of flaming out. I could talk
about his smack down last week, or the humiliation of being turned down as a
donor to The Matthew Shepard Foundation. Nah, it’s his website that is going to
torch him. I may be a hack, but I’ve never taken stories from the News of The
World. His Michael Jackson coverage was priceless, but also familiar. Probably
because I read it at the supermarket last week.

      Billy Mays was found dead at home Sunday morning and I am just at a loss
over this. Like a Head-On commercial, Billy was an inescapable part of the television watching
experience over the last decade. You could argue that Mays was hopelessly behind the times with

his ill-fitting chambray shirts and Richard Karn beard. That could be exactly why he
was so successful. This loud mouth schlub looked so out of place in the world that
we paid attention to him. I remember that the original Oxy-Whatever ads featured
Mays at a wedding doing spot laundry. The idea was absurd, but it allowed Billy to
barrel his way into pop culture. Even I, lifelong skeptic and cranky critic, got
sucked by the Mighty Putty crap Mays hawked. It was foul smelling plumber’s putty
that no self respecting hardware store would sell. Bill, we hardly knew thee (and
even in death you’ll be a better pitch guy than that wanker who sells the super lady
purses).

    One last thing. Minnesota Representative Michelle Bachman (R) is rolling on with her campaign of
wing-nut conspiracy theories. This past week’s was her idea that filling out next
year’s U.S. Census form was a free pass for the government to send us
to internment camps. Did this woman not give a heartfelt, teary eyed plea to her
constituents on television last fall to allow her another term (as she fell in the
polls)? I guess the thing to do after all that honesty is to spend seven months in a
cathartic purging of reason and good sense. The ongoing chronicle of lunacy
appears at http://dumpbachman.blogspot.com. Some of her recent rantings
besides the census have included likening the climate change bill to government
tyranny and she is on the verge of coming out as a full blown 9/11 denier.  I see it

all clearly now. There is a presidential run in the Bachman future and I bet there will be supporters
willing to pony up the cash for this screeching public debacle. Onward and upward.
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